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But ~

one second, two seconds…

a few minutes passed, Tang Yun remained silent for a long time.

The only thing left to Ye Qingtian and the others was the cold and icy face, and the
grace and noble temperament.

“Master Tang Yun, please answer!” The

Juggernaut paused every word, and every word fell like a flying knife.

The sound swept through, rolling up the three thousand green silk of Tang Yun.

Looking at this posture, it seems that the patience of the Juggernaut and others has
reached the limit.

As long as Tang Yun doesn’t answer anymore, he will face the overwhelming attacks
from the Sword Saint and others.

Finally~

after the words of Juggernaut fell, Tang Yun, who had been silent for a long time, slowly
raised her pretty face.

Moreover, I don’t know when, in her hand, a seven-foot long sword has emerged.

Red lips delicately, cold words, sounded quietly: “If you want.”

“Yan Yang town, I was destroyed.”

“One hundred thousand lives, I also was killed.”

“Do it.”

Sub Sin, the father pays.



If there is no father today, then the mother will pay for it!

Tang Yun already knew from the moment Ye Qingtian and the others appeared.

Today’s battle will be unavoidable.

Even though, she is the master of Chumen and has the strongest martial arts power in
the world.

If it was normal, Yanxia Wushen Temple would naturally not dare to face him with a
sword.

But today, Tang Yun also knows that she has reached the limit of the martial arts in the
summer.

Even if she has a monstrous background, Yanxia Wushen Temple would never let her
leave.

“Sure enough!” The Juggernaut clenched his palm tightly, his muscles crackled, his
eyes gradually reddened.

“Tang Yun sect master, you are such a great power.”

“One hundred thousand creatures, they are either parents, children, or people in the
dreams of spring boudoirs.”

“But you, just kill them like this at will. . ” “

you know, your gestures killings, destroyed many families, ruined much happiness, and
gave the world has brought much suffering with sin? ” “

Do you mind, you no guilt? !! “

boom –

Juggernaut The question is only if the thunder explodes.

The surging power swept the Quartet.

“Juggernaut,

why don’t you talk nonsense with him.” “I’ll join forces and kill her on the spot!”

“It is tomorrow, Truman declares war on me in the summer, and he Tang Yun must die
today.”

“I want to kill her.” Take the head of her neck and sacrifice my 100,000 heroes in the hot
summer~” The



King of Fighters roared, and a heavy iron fist like Mount Tai crashed down.

Like Wanren Mount Tai, descending from the sky.

The majestic might shattered the void where the King of Fighters was.

With the King of Fighters, a world-shattering battle is about to start!

The Tianhe shuddered and the earth cracked.

The small town, which is already a thousand folds, is afraid that it will be completely
razed to the ground in this war.

————

————

Thousands of miles away, Chumen Mountain.

Since the Yulin party, Truman hasn’t made any major moves.

On the surface, it seemed calm as usual.

But who knows the turbulent undercurrent beneath Trumen’s calm surface.

Truman Hall.

Boom~ There was

a dull bang, and there was a bang in the hall.

At this moment, on the high seat, I saw an old man with a full face of sullenness, his
palm directly slapped on the long table in front of him.

“A group of waste …”

“so long, have not found the main door? ‘ “

Also known as “thousands of miles Eagle’?”

“I think you are a group of dog waste thousands of miles of it!”

Big elders among the main hall, just to be Pissed off.

It has been nearly a year since the owner of the door disappeared.



During this period of time, they sent a group of people with the strongest detection ability
in the sect. As a result, even a shadow was not found, and the great elder was naturally
angry.

Facing the reprimand of the great elder, the few people of His Highness just bowed their
heads, their faces were ashamed, and they didn’t dare to speak.

“Elder, don’t blame them.”

“With the strength of the sect master, if she doesn’t want people to find it, then we can
mobilize tens of thousands of people to look for it, and that can’t be found.” On the side,
someone came out. The sound persuades.

“Huh, this Tang Yun is so self-willed!”

“The master of a dignified sect, he always plays and disappears. But there is still a half
share of responsibility?”

“Originally, Mr. Chu, how did you choose such a yellow-haired girl to be the sect leader?

” Now it has delayed my Chumen great cause!” The elder was anxious and angry.

Chapter 3093

Although Tang Yun has been in charge of Chumen for many years, she is too young and
has little qualifications. The controversy over Tang Yun among Chumen has continued
since the beginning of her succession.

Even though Tang Yun was on the top of the ranking list later, there were still suspicions
from Truman.

After all, the position of the Truman Sect Master is not only about personal strength, but
also responsibility and responsibility.

And Tang Yun, in addition to personal strength, in other respects, there is undoubtedly a
gap with a qualified Chu Sect master.

Therefore, for so many years, those senior elders in the sect have always criticized
Tang Yun.

If it is normal, these dissatisfied elders are just hiding in their hearts.

But now, Tang Yun is getting more and more excessive, and the complaints buried in
the hearts of all the elders in Chumen have undoubtedly exploded.

“Yes, the sect master is too shameful.”



“It was the same last time, missing for a few months.”

“This time, it was even more excessive.”

“I haven’t returned to the sect for nearly a year.”

“In her heart. , Is there still a sect?”

” Does she still know that she is the Chu Sect master?”

“I knew that when the old sect master recommended Tang Yun, all of our elders should
be admonishment with death.”

“It’s fine now. , The great cause of the sect has not been achieved, but the master of the
dignified sect does not care and disappears all day long.”

“If this continues, it will give us another hundred years. I am afraid it will be difficult for
me to have the glory of the year.” Next to him, the second elder Truman also sighed.

The gray hair swayed in the breeze.

These people who are sitting in the main hall discussing matters are all elderly people in
the Chu Clan.

Like the great elder, he has followed the three generations of Chu Sect masters.

The absolute veterans of the Three Dynasties have great prestige among the sects.

In the past few years, Tang Yun has been away for many years, but Chumen is still able
to operate in an orderly manner. To a large extent, it is because of the great elder.

Therefore, in terms of seniority alone, Tang Yun is a junior in front of these sect elders.

“Huh!”

“What’s the purpose of keeping this sect master?” The third elders also rose up against
the case and said angrily.

“I think we should just hold a sect meeting.”

“Invite the three Chumen Patriarchs to participate in the meeting.”

“I will abolish Tang Yun’s position as the Chumen sect leader together!”

“No matter how powerful Tang Yun is, she is no more than a female generation. After all,
he lacks some courage and courage.” “If Truman wants to rejuvenate, what he needs is
a true leader!”



“The current sect master is obviously unworthy!” The

third elder said with a solemn face and angrily.

Obviously, Tang Yun’s willful behavior has touched the bottom line of these sect elders,
and now he has begun to plan the “destroyer”.

Think about it, Tang Yun, as the master of the entire sect, disappeared for no reason.

If it is usually when the sect is fine, that’s it.

But now, according to Truman’s 100-year master plan, major moves are about to be
made in the near future.

But at this critical moment, the master of Chumen disappeared strangely, how could
these elders not be in a hurry.

After all, it is at stake for the sect’s century-old cause and the overall situation of
rejuvenation. Without the presence of the master, no one has the right to make
decisions.

“Hey~” The Great Elder sighed.

“The matter of choosing another

sect master

, let’s talk about it later.” “The most urgent thing is to find the sect master’s whereabouts
as soon as possible.” “Otherwise, our plan may be greatly delayed.”

The elder carried his hands and walked alone. To the window.

Looking out from the huge floor-to-ceiling windows, it was the vast world beyond
Chumen Mountain.

Up to now, the great elder still remembers that at the peak of Trumen, almost the entire
world of martial arts surrendered to Trumen. The martial arts forces of the

cold countries, India…countries, Western…Europe

countries all respect the Chumen.

At that time, Truman relied on absolute strength and supreme power to almost unify the
martial arts of the world.
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